INCIDENT AT THE STUD

Apparently police felt it was time to stop the normal after hours bar loitering at the Stud on Folsom Street.

Gayzette paper has received a number of reports but has been unable to verify as fact any of them. There are two areas that Gayzette paper finds interesting.

(1) - The individual (Gay person) that was shot in the ankle and elbow was according to some reports, beaten after he fell to the pavement.

The wounded person was supposed to have hit a police officer with his car as he was leaving the alley. (Reports we have received, indicate it was accidental with no real harm to the officer in question.

Five police officers are charging the driver with assault with a deadly weapon.

Information about the incident is very fragmented at this time. We will keep our readers posted in future issues as a more complete picture evolves.

(2) - Evidence is now mounting that a general clamp down on the Gay community is no longer in question. Recent reports to us indicate a general harassment. The miracle mile seems to be a target. CAUTION - Park your cars legally.

It would appear the S.F. police Dept. has nothing better to do than find targets of excitement and harass others who for the most part are causing no problem. This seems strange considering the crime wave continually soars upwards. Most Gay people are law abiding citizens. It's a hell of a note when the people we pay to protect us end up harassing us merely for excitement.

By the way - If this issue is our last, you will know what happened. EDITORS.
SOCIETY OF RÉ
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NEW YEARS EVE
SOCIETY OF RÉ
PARTY

$100, PRIZE FOR
* best couple
* best serious
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DOOR PRIZES
admission:
MEMBER 3.00
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21 YEARS MINIMUM
for membership and reservation information:
SOCIETY OF RÉ
SAusalito 332-9791 (EVENING)

Laurel Parkons

Luella is back.... and not a minute too soon. Next week please this girl to the bar for the benefit (DOMINO 40), and I'll have a party for you to make sure she isn't savaged with your constant flattery. The evening will be spent in the Magic DOMINO's.
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I'm not alone anymore

As I watch the rain come down
Softly, gently, as it begins to snow
I think of you, my dear, my love
And all the times we've shared together

I'm not alone anymore

As I sit here, lost in thought
I remember all the happy moments we had
The laughter, the joy, the love
And all the memories we shared

I'm not alone anymore

As I look out the window
At the raindrops falling from the sky
I wonder where you are now
And all the places we've been

I'm not alone anymore

As I listen to the rain
And think of you, my love
I know that I will always have
The love and memories we shared

I'm not alone anymore

As I close my eyes and pray
I ask for your forgiveness
To forget the past, and start anew
And live a life without regret

I'm not alone anymore

As I remember all the good times
And all the love and happiness
I know that I will always have
The love and memories we shared

I'm not alone anymore
Dear Editor,

Sure enjoy your little paper and am very much looking forward to the next issue. My lover and I are especially happy about your survey. It’s about time someone is asking what we think are the things that will concern our lives. We thank you for giving us the opportunity to express our opinions; although I am sure they will be in the minority.

In answer to your first question: we would have to answer no. Neither one of us have really ever felt that we were part of the gay community; and especially not now. I guess it’s a matter of value judgment; the things that appear to be most important to most gay people, just aren’t to us. We don’t drink much; and this shuts out one social outlet; places where you are gawked by how many drinks you can consume, or buy for other people. We enjoy very much going to brunch with friends, drink or two, then leave; because there are so many wonderful things to do and see. And of course we are also keep busy with a little modest house we are buying in Bernal Hts. As you know when you are obligated in such a way, some pleasures or seeming pleasures must be curtailed.

My lover and I are also buying recreational land; and hope someday to build or be able to use it for weekends and retirement. Although we are very young this is one of the values we attach importance to. I am sure there are many others who feel the same way. These things are all modest, and believe we are taking great sacrifice on our parts; but we feel we must build for the future; and this is the time we start. I have always felt this way; since I can remember; way before I ever had a lover. I know some will say: it’s easy to say that, you have a lover etc etc. That have I got, or I’ve been through. I have always felt this way; since I can remember; way before I ever had a lover. I know some will say: it’s easy to say that, you have a lover etc etc. That have I got, or I’ve been through.

In answer to your second question: we have to answer no again. We have tried to get interested and active in a couple organizations; but didn’t remain for long. I personally feel very strongly that most any organizations don’t represent me; because most of these organizations have fallen into the hands of political radicals. This is not just my opinion, but the opinion of many in the community; and even some who have tried to take active roles in gay organizations.

My lover and I consider ourselves politically moderate; which isn’t a popular term; but that’s where its at. Our system and government has good and bad; both conservative and liberal. The gay community has to realize it must work with this. We must accept the good and the bad and work with it. I am sure there are many others who feel the same way; and we will work If you deeply want it to. Its not camp, Its something else; something more. I am sure there are many others who feel the same way; and we will work if you deeply want it to.

In answer to your last question: we do feel San Francisco bars are adequate. We have some very fine bars, something for everyone. Some fine restaurants in these bars. We have plenty of these; what we need is something new; some great fine place not in a meeting hall; but right on Polk or where have you. A place where we can enjoy dinner, talk, play cards or what have you. Something friendly, social; something we would like to proudly show the public. Bars everyone can have bars and boozes; San Francisco needs something other than bars; lets have creative gay life in San Francisco.

We Peaceful Lovers
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